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Abstract: This paper presents solution to a prob-
lem of parallel edge coloring of sizable sets of
cubic graphs. Since edge coloring of the graph is
considered to be non-dividable operation which can
be, in some cases, computed several hundreds to
thousands of times, use of the parallel computing
is necessary. The paper presents design and im-
plementation of methodology based on clustering
of graphs and data decomposition model. Method-
ology aims to satisfy time criterium of effective
decomposition of problem to set of subproblems.
Proposed methodology was experimentally tested
on all available datasets related to group of graphs
called snarks.

Index Terms: parallel computing, distributed
computing, decomposition, graph coloring, snark

1. INTRODUCTION

THIS paper is motivated by the need for op-
timization of time of edge coloring of graph

sets. Edge coloring is NP-complete problem which
invites use of high-performance computing sys-
tems and specialized algorithms [1] and can be
specified as task of assigning colors to the edges
of graph.

Coloring of graphs is frequently used in
scheduling, frequency allocation, compiler opti-
mization (specifically register allocation), and pat-
tern matching problems.

Main objective of this paper is to show that, with
the use of correct tools and parallel computing, we
are able to compute edge coloring of graphs more
effectively. We are focused on the effectivity from
the point of view of time demands and from the
point of view of correct decomposition of problem
- division of problem into set of smaller subprob-
lems which can be computed in parallel or can be
distributed over computing system.

In the paper, we present methodology which
uses number of concepts:
• Parallel and distributed computing.
• Graph permutations – various orders of edge

coloring of a graph.
• Clustering of graphs.
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• Data decomposition – decomposition of a
dataset into smaller sets computed on dis-
tributed basis.

The rest of this paper consists of three main
sections ordered as follows.

Section 2 of presented paper contains works
related to the topic of this paper.

In the Section 3, we describe basic terms re-
lated to edge coloring of sets of cubic graphs.
In the Subsection 3.3 of this section, we present
older edge backtracking algorithm based on
breadth-first search.

Section 4 of the paper contains information
about data that we use in experimental part of
paper. Also, key concept of graph permuting is
presented in this section.

In the Section 5, we propose methodology for
parallel coloring of set of graphs and present
experimental results.

2. RELATED WORK

Our previous work related to using parallel com-
puting systems to solve problem of edge coloring
of graphs was focused on the one-graph-at-a-time
approach to coloring [2].

Problem of edge coloring of graphs, which is
solved and experimentally tested in this paper
is related to well-known Four-color theorem pre-
sented in [3]. The work of authors of [3], [4], [5]
and [6] proves the four-color theorem, that every
loopless planar graph admits a vertex coloring
with at most four different colors.

Among the most significant algorithms used for
edge coloring of graphs there are Edge color algo-
rithm by L. Kowalik [7], heuristic for edge coloring
of graphs by authors of [8] and edge backtracking
algorithm based on breadth-first search presented
in [9].

Newer works focused on the coloring of graphs
are consisting of [10] and [11]. Authors of [10]
created population-based memetic algorithm for
solving the equitable coloring problem. The eq-
uitable coloring problem deals with finding the
smallest k for which an equitable legal k-coloring
exists. Approach of [11] focuses on computations
performed on a set of 35 large benchmark graphs
with 450–4000 vertices.

3. EDGE COLORING OF THE SET OF CUBIC GRAPHS

Problem of proper edge coloring of cubic
graphs, described in this section, is classified as
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Fig. 1: Example of a simple cubic graph

NP-complete problem [1]. Graph G consists of
[12]:
• vertices - elements of set V (G). In the Fig. 1

vertices are labeled with capital letters A, B,
C and D.

• edges – elements of set E(G) - edge is a
connection between two vertices, therefore,
we can label it with the names of these two
vertices.

Graph G is pair of sets V and E, where ele-
ments of the set E are double element subsets of
the set V [14]:

G = (V,E), E ⊆ V 2 (1)

In the case that vertex V is of degree equal
to 3, we use deg(V ) = 3. This concept repre-
sents number of edges, which are incident to a
given vertex (since we work strictly with undirected
graphs, by incident, we mean connected to the
vertex in any way). Highest (maximal) degree of
vertex in a graph G is denoted by ∆(G). In this
paper we consider strictly cubic graphs. Graph is
cubic when all of its’ vertices are of degree three
(see Fig. 1).

Since cubic graphs are smallest non-trivial
graphs, coloring of these graphs should be less
time consuming than coloring of graphs where
∆(G) > 3. Therefore, they are fitting starting point
for optimization of computation of graphs coloring.

3.1. Edge Coloring of Graphs

Edge coloring of graph is operation of assign-
ment of colors to individual edges of graph. Col-
oring is called proper when there is no conflict
in the coloring of given graph, this means that
no vertex of given graph is incident to two or
more edges colored with same color (see Fig. 2).
Lowest number of colors usable in proper edge
coloring of graph G is called edge chromatic index
of graph G, and it is denoted by χ′(G) [12].

Vizings’ theorem [14], which says that minimal
number of colors needed for coloring of graph is
in the interval < ∆(G),∆(G) + 1 >, holds true.

Fig. 2: Improperly (left) and properly (right) colored
cubic graph

Fig. 3: Petersen graph – smallest known snark

Formal notation of Vizings’ theorem focused on
minimal number of colors:

∆(G) ≤ χ′(G) ≤ ∆(G) + 1 (2)

where ∆(G) is maximal degree of vertex in the
graph G and χ′(G) is edge chromatic index of the
graph G. Since every vertex of cubic graph is of
degree equal to three, we consider three or four
colors for proper coloring of cubic graph.

3.2. Edge 3-uncolorable Cubic Graphs

Cubic graph G with chromatic index equal to
three is called edge 3-colorable [15]. There is
small group of cubic graphs which need four colors
for their proper coloring. Graphs from this group
of cubic graphs are called edge 3-uncolorable or
snarks [15]. Chromatic index of snarks is χ′(G) =
4. In order to find out whether given graph G is
snark, we need to edge color it with the use of
three colors.

Therefore, coloring algorithm needs to check
every possibility of edge 3-coloring of the graph G.
Algorithms are able to decide whether the graph
is snark or not after checking all possible edge
colorings with the use of three colors.

Example of smallest know snark is presented
on the Fig. 3.
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3.3. Edge Backtracking Algorithm

Edge backtracking algorithm works on the ba-
sis of edge coloring of graph with predetermined
succession of three colors. In the case that algo-
rithm finds conflict in the coloring of the graph, it
backtracks to the previous edge, recolors the edge
and continues in coloring. If there are no possible
proper colorings of problematic edge, algorithm
backtracks even further back - to the edge which
precedes both of the recolored edges. Algorithm
continues in this way until either whole graph is
colored properly, or until algorithm examines all
possible ways of edge coloring of the given graph.

Time complexity of edge backtracking algorithm
is O(2n), where n is number of vertices of given
graph.

This algorithm is used in the parts of proposed
algorithm where number of graphs are colored in
parallel.

4. PRECONDITIONS AND DATA FOR PROPOSED
METHODOLOGY

This section of the paper contains information
about data that we use in the part of the paper
focused on experiments. Also, key concept of
graph permuting is presented.

Data used in this paper’s experiments come
from online database of graphs called House of
Graphs [13]. We use part of the database dedi-
cated to snarks. Specifically snarks consist of 34
to 40 vertices.

Table 1 presents number of graphs in each set
– graphs are divided into sets on the basis of
number of their vertices (denoted by v) and then
divided into subsets according to mathematical
properties of these graphs. Even though we don’t
work with the following properties yet, we present
them here for readability:
• Girth – denoted by g – length of the shortest

cycle of given graph G.
• Cyclic edge connectivity – denoted by λc –

number of edges which must be removed
from graph G to disconnect it into two discrete
components, each containing a cycle.

Chosen graphs are all known snarks generated
by graph generators minibaum and snarkhunter
[13]. Plus sign in the Table 1 denotes the fact that
not all of the graphs from the given subset were
generated.

v g ≥ 4 g ≥ 5 g ≥ 6 λc
34 25 286 953 3 833 587 N/A 19 935
36 404 899 916 60 167 732 1 180 612
38 N/A 19 775 768+ 39 35 429+
40 N/A N/A 25+ N/A

TABLE 1: Number of graphs in used datasets

Key concept of presented research is graph per-
muting. By permuting of graph G, we create new

graph G′ with same structure but different order
of vertices and edges. We say that graphs G and
G′ are isomorphic. To generate set of isomorphic
graphs, we use simple matrix multiplication of the
adjacency matrix of graph G (see Relation 3).
With this operation we can create great number
of permutations of given graph G.

A′ = PT ∗A ∗ P (3)

where A is adjacency matrix of given graph G,
P is permutation matrix (matrix containing exactly
one 1 in every row and column), PT is transposed
permutation matrix P and A′ is matrix for new
graph G′ isomorphic to G.

Main idea behind graph permutations was set
in our previous research presented in [2], [16].
We found out, that various permutations of same
graph are edge colored in different times. In [16],
we were able to find small set of permutations
which would help us minimize computational time
of coloring of chosen set of graphs.

Similar to [16], we prepared sets of permuta-
tions (called P ) for experiments presented in this
paper. For each one of four main sets of snarks
(34, 36, 38 and 40-vertex snarks), we prepared set
of 500 permutations – orders of coloring of graph.
These sets of permutations were created via ran-
dom generation of permutations which were, then,
tested on graphs from given set. These permu-
tations are those, which after applying them on
graphs (as described in relation 3) produce lowest
time of coloring of this permuted graph.

5. METHODOLOGY FOR PARALLEL COLORING OF
SETS OF GRAPHS

We present methodology designed on the basis
of preconditions listed in Section 4. This methodol-
ogy consists of two main ideas related to decom-
position in parallel computing - division of prob-
lem into set of smaller subproblem which can be
computed in parallel or distributed over computing
system.

First concept is one of the data decompositions
– partitioning of data into data parts which are
then distributed to the nodes of used computing
system.

Second key concept is based on the need for
effective decomposition of problem of edge color-
ing set of snarks. Decomposition of any problem is
most effective in the case when all subproblems,
the original problem is divided to, take same time
to compute.

In our case, we use an idea of clustering of
graphs to the groups based on the time of their
edge coloring while using specific permutation.
Therefore, we are able to set condition which
secures similar time of edge coloring of all graphs.
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Fig. 4: Algorithm for Parallel Coloring of Sets of Graphs

5.1. Algorithm for Parallel Coloring of Sets of
Graphs

We designed algorithm, which secures de-
crease in time of coloring of graph set and meet
the condition of effective decomposition – time
constraint was set to one millisecond according
to experience gained in previous research [16].
This means that our similar enough time for edge
coloring of graphs from the given set is set to one
millisecond. As an input for the algorithm we use

set of graphs N and set of permutations P – these
permutations were chosen from the results of pre-
vious research, we can call them heuristically best
permutations. Graphs in the input set N consist of
the same number of vertices and edges.

Presented algorithm is described as follows:

• Division of graph set N into data parts. Al-
gorithm divides input set of graphs N into
n smaller parts with using a division script.
Specifically, script divides input data set into
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approximately equal subsets of circa 500 000
elements.

• Distribution of data parts. Based on data
decomposition model, data parts (subsets)
created in previous step, are distributed over
available computing system.

• In this step, proposed algorithm executes indi-
vidual steps based on clustering of graphs for
each one of n data parts created from input
dataset N :

– Choose permutation with the lowest time
of coloring PBEST from P and apply it on
whole data part.

– Edge color the graphs in data part in
parallel using parallel thread model. Each
graph is colored with the use of Edge
backtracking algorithm (see Subection
3.3).

– Check constraints for all the graphs in the
data part: Was a graph G edge colored
in the time under one millisecond?

– Create cluster of graphs which satisfy the
condition above.

– Allocate PBEST to the created cluster of
graphs.

– Remove PBEST from the set P , remove
graphs with coloring time under one mil-
lisecond from data part.

These six steps are repeated until given data
part is empty or until algorithm tries all permu-
tations unsuccessfully (this would mean, that
there is graph in the set N , which cannot be
colored in time lower than one millisecond).

Output of the algorithms consists of set of files
containing clusters of graphs with their allocated
permutations for each one of n data parts. In
order to collect results, it is necessary to use
agglomeration function on the set of files. This
function connects files (clusters) with the same
permutation.

Proposed algorithm is visualized on the Fig. 4.

5.2. Experiments Using Proposed Parallel Color-
ing of Sets of Graphs

Main objective of presented experiments was
to test effectiveness of proposed algorithm on all
available (and interesting) datasets.

All presented values were measured on the part
of High-Performance Computing Cluster at Matej
Bel University, Banská Bystrica, Slovakia. Used
part of computing system consisted of 6 nodes,
each node contained 12 Intel Xeon processors,
connected via 40Gbps InfiniBand network.

In the Tables 2 – 11, we present measured
values of:
• PBEST - ID of permutation assigned to given

cluster.
• Computing time – time of coloring of all

graphs in given cluster.

• Memory needed – memory needed in color-
ing the whole cluster of graphs.

• Colored > 1 - Number of graphs colored
in time higher than one millisecond. These
graphs need to be colored using a different
permutation.

1) 34-vertex snarks: First set of snarks we used
in presented experiments were 34-vertex snarks.
This dataset was divided into 3 subsets of 19 935,
3 833 587 and 25 286 953 graphs.

Computing Memory Colored
PBEST time needed >1 ms

[hh:mm:ss] [GB]
1 00:00:31 0.341 39
2 00:00:02 0.092 0

TABLE 2: Clusters of graph set containing 19 935
graphs

Computing Memory Colored
PBEST time needed >1 ms

[hh:mm:ss] [GB]
1 01:06:58 994.598 532 364
2 00:07:00 32.059 57 274
3 00:00:49 1.457 5 775
4 00:00:07 0.254 0

TABLE 3: Clusters of graph set containing 3 833
587 graphs

Computing Memory Colored
PBEST time needed >1 ms

[hh:mm:ss] [GB]
1 04:19:09 3219.341 1 356 175
2 00:11:43 12.242 127 775
3 00:01:26 3.362 15 032
4 00:00:16 0.845 6
5 00:00:01 0.017 0

TABLE 4: Clusters of graph set containing 25 286
953 graphs

Looking at number of clusters created in the ex-
periments shown in the Tables 3 and 4, it appears
that there is not big difference between coloring
more than 3,8 million graphs and more than 25,2
million graphs.

2) 36-vertex snarks: Set of snarks with 36 ver-
tices contains four subsets. In Table 5 we present
measured values for the subset of 180 612 snarks,
in Table 6 measurements for second largest set
of graphs, which contain 60 167 732 snarks and
Table 7 presents measured values for the largest
available snark set of 404 899 916 graphs.

Besides subsets presented in the Tables 5 – 7,
this group of graphs contains subset of graph with
girth ≥ 6, which was colored in the time under one
second.
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Computing Memory Colored
PBEST time needed >1 ms

[hh:mm:ss] [GB]
1 00:01:10 1.326 4008
2 00:00:07 0.839 241
3 00:00:07 0.376 12
4 00:00:01 0.017 0

TABLE 5: Clusters of graph set containing 180 612
graphs

Computing Memory Colored
PBEST time needed >1 ms

[hh:mm:ss] [GB]
1 08:21:18 4372.881 4 229 360
2 00:34:31 35.237 256 902
3 00:03:11 1.245 53 487
4 00:01:07 0.891 16 343
5 00:00:33 0.873 8 901
6 00:00:31 0.754 8 042
7 00:00:04 0.019 0

TABLE 6: Clusters of graph set containing 60 167
732 graphs

Computing Memory Colored
PBEST time needed >1 ms

[hh:mm:ss] [GB]
1 47:16:14 8472.230 17 642 937
2 03:32:49 56.671 12 876 022
3 00:56:11 30.290 4 038 765
4 00:40:26 12.128 1 844 397
5 00:38:39 9.133 1 000 036
6 00:07:12 2.465 321 009
7 00:07:12 1.026 162 932
8 00:00:22 0.891 21 329
9 00:00:20 0.806 17 890
10 00:00:18 0.650 12 993
11 00:00:17 0.521 9 636
12 00:00:13 0.360 4109
13 00:00:10 0.332 1572
14 00:00:03 0.196 60
15 00:00:02 0.183 38
16 00:00:03 0.067 0

TABLE 7: Clusters of graph set containing 404 899
916 graphs

3) 38-vertex snarks: We used 38-vertex snarks
as the third set of graphs for presented experi-
ments. This dataset is divided into 3 subsets of 35
429, 39 and 19 775 768 graphs. Both first and third
subset are not fully generated – in the future, there
is possibility of growth of these sets of snarks.

Computing Memory Colored
PBEST time needed >1 ms

[hh:mm:ss] [GB]
1 00:00:42 0.630 1053
2 00:00:11 0.439 0

TABLE 8: Clusters of graph set containing 35 429
graphs

Computing Memory Colored
PBEST time needed >1 ms

[hh:mm:ss] [GB]
1 00:00:03 0.371 0

TABLE 9: Clusters of graph set containing 39
graphs

Computing Memory Colored
PBEST time needed >1 ms

[hh:mm:ss] [GB]
1 03:16:02 3018.03 594 945
2 00:01:33 1.139 10 709
3 00:00:03 0.732 4 283
4 00:00:01 0.424 0

TABLE 10: Clusters of graph set containing 19 775
768 graphs

4) 40-vertex snarks: Set of snarks with 40 ver-
tices contains only 25 graphs, which were divided
into three clusters. Compared to the other sets of
graphs, this number is above average. Measured
values are presented in Table 11.

Computing Memory Colored
PBEST time needed >1 ms

[hh:mm:ss] [GB]
1 00:00:04 0.230 9
2 00:00:01 0.089 2
3 00:00:01 0.019 0

TABLE 11: Clusters of graph set containing 25
graphs

5.3. Evaluation of Experiments Using Parallel Col-
oring of Sets of Graphs

Overall computation time of coloring of chosen
set of graphs o (denoted by To), with the effective
decomposition of the problem in mind, is com-
puted as follows:

To =

k∑
i=1

Tci (4)

where k is the number of clusters and Tci is the
computing time for cluster number i.

We measured following results for 34-vertex
snarks. Overall coloring time of the set of 19 935
graphs was 33 seconds. Overall coloring time of
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the set of 3 833 587 graphs was 01:14:54 and for
the set of 25 286 953 snarks, it was 04:32:35.

36-vertex snarks contain four subsets (one of
these subsets consists of over 404 million graphs
– a set with the highest number of graphs). First
subset contains 180 612 snarks and its overall
coloring time was 00:01:25. Subset of graphs with
girth ≥ 6 consists of one graph, which was colored
in the time under one second. Other subsets of
36-vertex snarks contain more than 60 and more
than 404 million snarks. Overall computational
time of coloring of set of 60 167 732 snarks was
09:01:15. For the set of 404 899 916 snarks it was
53:18:50.

There are 3 subsets of graphs in the set of
38-vertex snarks. First subset contains 35 429
elements and presented algorithm colored it in
53 seconds. Second subset of 38-vertex snarks
consists of 39 graphs, which were colored in 3
seconds. The largest subset of 38-vertex snarks
contains 19 775 768 graphs and overall time of its
coloring was 03:17:39.

In the case of 40-vertex snarks, there is only
one set of 25 graphs, which was divided into
three clusters (comparatively high number) in the
computational time of 6 seconds.

Table 12 presents number of computed graphs
colorings per second for all used subsets of
snarks.

Number of Number of Number of
vertices graphs colored graphs

per second
34 19 935 604.04
34 3 833 587 853.05
34 25 286 953 1 546.13
36 180 612 2 124.85
36 60 167 732 1 852.74
36 404 899 916 2 109.62
38 35 429 668.47
38 39 13
38 19 775 768 1 667.57
40 25 4.17

TABLE 12: Number of computed colorings of
graphs per second

Therefore, average number of computed col-
orings of graphs per second is 1 144.36 - con-
siderable improvement over sequential algorithm,
which computes on average 189.5 colorings per
second.

Parallel speedup of our algorithm for 34-vertex
snarks is presented in Table 8. Average speedup
for this set of graphs is 32.01.

Number of Sequential time Speedup
graphs [hh:mm:ss]
19 935 00:03:22 6.12x
3 833 587 34:47:53 31.18x
25 286 953 266:48:49 58.73x

TABLE 13: Parallel speedup computed for the
group of 34-vertex snarks

Parallel speedup for bigger sets of graphs (e.g.
two sets of 36-vertex graphs with over 60 and over
404 million graphs) are not computed yet.

6. CONCLUSION

Main objective of this paper was to show that
with the use of correct tools and parallel com-
puting, we are able to compute edge coloring of
graphs more effectively from the point of view of
time demands and from the point of view of correct
decomposition of problem.

We presented experimentally tested methodol-
ogy and algorithm based on data decomposition
and clustering of graphs.

Even though presented algorithm needs high
amount of memory for its run, it enables us to
speed up the computation of coloring of sets of
graphs via parallel computation and selection of
fitting permutations. The algorithm also creates
clusters of graphs in such a way, that each graph
from the input set is colored in the comparable
(similar) time. This is important concept of ef-
fective decomposition of problem. Although it is
possible to encounter a graph, which cannot be
colored in time lower than the set limit (in our case
one millisecond), we were not able to find such
graph in the chosen datasets.

From Tables 2 - 11 it’s apparent that there
is no need for high number of correctly chosen
permutations in order to color each graph from the
set of graphs in time lower than one millisecond. It
is obvious that different set of permutations would
produce different results, therefore it is important
to approach the problem heuristically and find
fitting permutations experimentally.

In the future, it would be beneficial to test con-
ventional clustering methods and divide group of
graphs into subgroups which would require same
permutation to minimize time of coloring of each
graph in the subgroup. This approach, if possible,
could save even more time and resources for
computation.
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